SENIOR JOURNALISTS SEMINAR
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT: Your application is not complete until all of the following are submitted:

- **Letter of Interest** (maximum two pages) including:
  - A brief paragraph on your news organization, its reach, and your role
  - Interest in seminar theme and its relevancy to the beat you cover
  - What you expect both to contribute and to gain from participating in the seminar
  - Possible story ideas and how the story requirement will be met in terms of dissemination

  *NOTE* - The EWC requires participating journalists to file at least one story or a series of blogs and/or tweets resulting from their participation in the seminar

- **Resume/CV** (maximum two pages)

- **Two professional letters of recommendation**, including one from your immediate supervisor describing your suitability for the program and how the news organization hopes to benefit from your participation.

- **A completed application form**

  *Extra pages submitted over the maximum limits, will NOT be copied for and read by the Selection Committee. Further, late applications will be not considered.*

Return by Wednesday, April 18, 2018 via:

E-MAIL: sis@eastwestcenter.org

OR

FAX: (808) 944-7600

OR

POST: Senior Journalists Seminar, East-West Seminars
East-West Center, 1601 East-West Road, Honolulu, Hawaii, 96848-1601, USA

For information or clarification call: (808) 944-7368

**PLEASE NOTE, for fax and e-mail submissions:** Indicate “Senior Journalists Seminar Application” in the subject heading. We will confirm receipt of the application within 5 working days. If you do not hear back from us, please follow up.